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foreword

The Scottish Gallery is delighted to present the latest
exhibition of new work by Paul Reid. He continues to
explore the fertile world of the Greek Myths and we can
thank the perceptive foreword by Bill Hare for illuminating
for us the process of picture making and myth making
which is the artist’s particular obsession. Once again we
are invited to accompany Reid from preparatory sketch
to finished painting, to see the evolution of the subject,
to marvel at the extraordinary accomplishment of his
technique and very oddness of the realisation. A hyper
real world has been assembled, landscapes appropriated
from locations as varied as the Pentlands and Crete and
plenished with warriors and creatures as real as lucid
nightmares, fulfilling their mythic destinies at the caprice
of the Gods but caught in moments of contemplation
before or after the dénouement of their stories. Reid is
a painter with a gift, sure, but it is what he chooses to
do with the gift which singles him out. We are invited to
place ourselves in his paintings where we are at once real
flesh and sentient beings but with no power to influence
our fate, our destinies predetermined by the whim of the
gods, as perfect a paradigm for chaos theory as an artist
has yet imagined.
GUY PEPLOE

left: detail of Apollo and Python (Cat. 8)
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MYTH AND THE ART OF PAUL REID
Is not the pastness of the past the more profound, the more legendary,
the more immediately it falls before the present?
Thomas Mann, The Magic Mountain
The art of Paul Reid’s mythological painting appears to
have the miraculous power to transform poetic fancy
into visual fact. This truly amazing effect is not however
created by the painter through mimetic trickery, rather
such transformation comes about as a result of the
intense commitment and imaginative creativity which the
artist bestows on every aspect of every picture he paints.
He never aims merely to illustrate his carefully selected
ancient mythic tales. On the contrary it is through
the long evolved strategies of his art practice and the
distinctive nature of his own interpretative approach to
his subject that he is able to construct the appropriate
schema for pictorially visualising the intriguing allure and
the potential power of myth in such a realistic manner.
These fascinating, yet enigmatic figures in Paul Reid’s
painted versions of the mythic tales – even when they
are captured in some freeze-frame action, as if actors
in an elaborately staged tableau – have a distanced,
introspective feel to them. Removed from their familiar
narrative context, they seem lost in their own private
thoughts and appear to have turned away from us and our
world. This alienated attitude may be their response to the
fact that the myths have long lost much of their former
significance and relevance. Now they are mainly regarded
as little more than sensational and spectacular stories – full
of unbridled sex and violence – to be readily exploited for
their entertainment and commercial value by Hollywood
and the like. These dismissive and exploitative attitudes
towards mythology are nothing new, but have a long
and recurring history. It was Plato who probably began
this hostility towards the myths, accusing them of being
dangerous mendacious fabrications. Since then every
subsequent dominant ideology – whether philosophical,
monotheistic, revolutionary, or scientific – have all, in their
different ways and for different reasons, wished to discredit
and undermine the power of mythology. All regarding myth
as either a dangerous impediment, a subversive threat or,
at the very least, an irrelevant distraction to the progressive
course of human history.

left: detail of Pan and Hermes (Cat. 6)

One might then ask – with this long and sustained
intellectual, religious and political hostility – why have the
myths not been completely consigned to the dust bin of
history? How have they still managed to survive, even up
to the present – as witnessed for instance by their very real
presence in the work of Paul Reid? The main reason for this
long running saga of survival is that Western society has
been disingenuous in its attitude towards and treatment
of its inherited mythic past. While espousing its cultural
and moral distaste for the myths and the ancient and
“primitive” peoples who produced them, each historical era
has been obliged, for a range of different reasons, to revisit
and plunder the myths in order to bolster and enhance
its own image of assumed superiority. For example the
Romans ruthlessly colonised Greek culture in general and
the myths in particular for propagandist reasons – as seen
for example by the innumerable statues of every tin-pot
Caesar and general posing as the heroic Hercules. And thus
it has been with every subsequent military dictatorship.
On the other hand, the theocratic powers of the Christian
Church could use the promiscuous loves and nefarious
cruelties of the all-to-human pagan gods to show the
innate sinful nature of mankind, which constantly needed
to be kept suppressed and controlled by the unflinching
moral rectitude of the ever-vigilant clergy. Later the Age
of Enlightenment pointed to myth as the product of the
gross ignorance and enslaving superstition which plagued
the past, but which would at long last be cast aside
through the power of sceptical reason and intellectual
liberty. Surprisingly however, we find in the modern age
of scientific rigor that within the developing practice of
disciplines such as geology, anthropology and psychology
that mythology has emerged as a phenomenon in its own
right. Over the last century or so myth has been seriously
studied as a means to understanding a range of different
aspects of human experience – from the structure of
language, the formations of societies, the politics of gender
relationships, to the seemingly unfathomable workings of
the human mind.
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Where then does Paul Reid’s mythological paintings
fit into the complexities and contradictions of this long
and ongoing branch of cultural history? To answer that
we firstly need to see his art work within the tradition
of academic history painting. Whilst this is a genre of
painting rarely visited by Scottish artists – portraiture,
landscape and still-life have dominated – it has always
been regarded as the supreme achievement of Western
art; with mythological subject matter as one of its main
sources of inspiration. Like the great mythological painters
of the past – from the superb Athenian masters of black/
red-figure vase painting to the sublime history painters
of the 16th and 17th centuries – such as Titian, Velasquez,
Rubens, Poussin and Rembrandt – Reid keenly seeks out
inspiring subjects for his paintings from a wide range of
ancient sources such as, Hesiod, Homer, Apollodorus, Virgil
and Ovid. Out of such research he then skilfully fashions
his distinctive pictorial world through the inventive power
of his visually interpretive imagination. Furthermore his
creative approach to his carefully selected sources is in
full accord with the intrinsic poetic nature of mythology.
For mythmaking has always involved an ever-recurring
ritual of re-working and re-presenting tales of universal
fascination and profound significance in order to tell anew
these wondrous stories to those with the receptive ears
and eyes of the present age.
Furthermore, Paul Reid’s technical practice in his role
as a painter of myths is also very much in tune with the
particular demands and aims of the academic tradition
of history painting. Independently-minded he soon
realised this during the early stages of his developing
career when mythic subject matter began to fire his
visual imagination and stir his artistic ambitions. He
could see that mythology was the ideal subject material
for his personal interests and particularly suited his own
technical accomplishments as a painter. In conspicuous
contrast to most of his contemporaries in the current art
world, Reid has resolutely committed himself to a nonfashionable academic approach to his preferred medium
and artistic practice. Thus, since his student days in the
mid-1990s, he has been evolving an elaborate method
of studio-based techniques – involving closely observed
drawings of highly detailed preparatory figure and stilllife studies, carefully squared-up primed canvases,

specially prepared oil pigments, supplemented with a
range of tinted glazes and varnishes. As such his pictures
– of old master standard – are beautifully made objects in
their own right. It is of little wonder then that Reid’s larger
works can take months to reach completion and satisfy
the artist’s demanding standards of technical and artistic
excellence.
This long and elaborate studio practice of picturemaking which the artist performs in order to body forth
his mythological subjects has also wider significance
in relationship to the essential nature and practice
of mythmaking itself. For one of the key features
and necessary working components of all authentic
mythmaking is the vital role of ritual – whether it takes
place in the sanctuary or the studio. In ancient times and
within tribal societies this ritualistic practice would of
course have been an integral part of pantheistic worship.
The central figure in these religious rituals would be the
shaman/priest, who was also the designated vital source
and productive medium for spiritual revelation, which in
our secular age, now has become mainly associated with
poetic and artistic creativity. In later times art also became
closely linked with the esoteric practices of alchemy –
(thence St Luke, the apothecary, became the patron saint
of the guild of painters). Thus it was through ritual, in its
various manifestations, that the potent power of worship,
magic and art became inextricably linked.
We now live in a highly secular and materialistic
era where science and technology – not magic – rules
our relationship with the natural world. The semi-divine
power of imaginative invention and metamorphic
transformation however, is still much associated with the
role of art and the artist. This is certainly borne out with
the highly convincing and disturbingly uncanny pictorial
scenes and supernatural scenarios taking place in the
paintings of Paul Reid. This fascinating, yet unsettling
effect, in his work is achieved through a dialectic pictorial
tension between content and form within Reid’s images.
Thus even though he is ostensibly dealing with subjects
and stories drawn from the distant mythic past, these
sources are visually rendered through such immediate
and intense optical reality that they cause us to question
our usual perspectival and chronological distinctions
between far and near, past and present. In Reid’s pictures
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it seems as though the Eternal Now of the mythic universe
has enfolded itself over the historic world of the Scottish
landscape, turning it into a northern arcadia in which the
gods can still just be found.
To fully appreciate the depth of associations which
enriches the understanding and appreciation of Paul
Reid’s paintings there is another important context – a
scientific one – in which they need to be also placed.
Contrary to what many may care to think, myths are not
divinely gifted by the gods to us, but on the contrary, have
always been man-made in our attempt to understand
and somehow control the workings of the natural and
human worlds. In his highly influential writings the
process and method of myth manufacture was termed
“bricolage” – after a French slang word – by the great
anthropologist/structuralist, Claude Levi-Strauss. For him
the fundamental binary structure of myth – and ultimately
language itself – involves a kind of do-it-yourself approach
– i.e. “bricolage”. The mythmaker scavenges from any
appropriate source available, then composes fresh sets of
binary relationships from the scavenged material in order
to formulate further mythic narratives which will help
explain and hopefully control the mysterious workings of
the physical and spiritual worlds.
This concept of the bricolage mode of creativity
can be readily applied to how Paul Reid also operates.
In the constant search for new and stimulating source
material for his painting he will seek out and delve into
a wide range of ancient mythic literature in his quest
for some inspiring tale or fascinating incident, involving
the gods, monsters and their human victims. Once this
search has found a suitable and promising subject
the long and complex process of turning that initial
inspirational spark of intention into a convincing full scale
pictorial composition begins. Right from the start it is
important that the artist remains as free, fluid and open
as possible in his approach and attitude. He must avoid
being dominated by preconceived notions as to how the
finished painting will turn out – for that would merely lead
to artful illustration which must be avoided at all costs.
As with all true mythmakers, Reid will improvise and
experiment by readily drawing on what he might need
from the resources readily at hand. For example, he will if
required, use himself, his family or friends as handy models

for his compositional purposes – dressing them up in
concocted costumes. These may be less than historically
and sartorially accurate but will satisfy the artist’s own
evolving vision of the mythic scene he is conjuring – as
much from his fertile imagination as the literary text. The
same also applies to supplementary pictorial details, such
as the backdrop settings, props and drapes. These may
come from intense detailed study of a discrete corner of
some evocative Scottish landscape that has caught his
attention, a scene in an old Ray Harryhausen movie epic,
a frame from a Hellboy comic strip, or something copied
from one of his kid’s S-F toys or computer games. In the
true spirit of bricolage anything in Reid’s studio practice
might be adapted to the mythmaker’s purpose.
Paul Reid’s paintings, like the myths themselves,
are of a decidedly eclectic nature. As with all authentic
mythmaking the creative process will bricolage disparate
bits and pieces together. Yet, as we can see for the stylistic
consistency in Reid’s work, it is the artist’s own distinctive
vision and superb technical skills, which holds everything
together within the alternative pictorial world which
he presents to his viewer. In contrast to the seemingly
ubiquitous, all-pervasive distractions of multi-media
entertainment Reid takes the art of mythmaking very
seriously – and he is correct to do so. For the myths are
not just exotically delightful, if rather quaint, entertaining
stories, to be called upon when required to amuse us and
relieve the alienating routine and boredom of the modern
world we have created for ourselves. On the contrary,
the myths are the universal source and the abiding
touchstone of our humanity in all its heroic and horrifying
nature. With these paintings the artist openly invites us
to enter his vision of this mythic world. After a period of
enthralled examination and personal reflection, we should
gradually begin to realise that his mythic world is not so
strange after all. It is in fact a vital visual manifestation of
the human imagination which we all carry with us, deep
inside our own multi-layered memories and dreams.
Bill Hare
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Medusa was one of the three monstrous sisters known as
the Gorgons but unlike the other two she was mortal. She
was originally a very beautiful woman who as a priestess
of Athena was devoted to a life of celibacy. Poseidon
pursued her however and she became his lover after
being seduced in a temple consecrated to Athena. For this
offence she was punished by the goddess, and her hair
was changed into a tangle of venomous snakes. As part
of the curse she turned into stone anyone who looked at
her. She was eventually beheaded by the hero Perseus
who gifted the head to Athena as decoration to place on
her shield.

1

Medusa II, 2014
oil on canvas, 60.5 x 37.5 cms
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2

Heather Portrait Study, 2015
charcoal, 35.5 x 25.5 cms
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Cyclopes are one-eyed Giants. In Homer they are savage
monsters living on an island without laws or government,
devouring unfortunate travellers. In Hesiod, however,
the Cyclopes are divine craftsmen who make for Zeus
his thunderbolts and are depicted as the workmen of
Hephaestus, god of fire as blacksmiths and artisans.
Hephaestus and his Cyclopes were famed for
fabricating the Shield of Achilles and miraculous automata,
self moving tripods and golden servants. They were also
credited with the making of ancient fortifications and
colossal mythical buildings.

3

Cyclops, 2013
oil on canvas, 80 x 60 cms
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4 Typhon Sleeping, 2015
oil on canvas paper,
50 x 65 cms
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Typhon, son of Gaia (Earth) and the dreadful deity
Tartarus, was a terrifying monster who made war on Zeus
and the Olympian Gods. He was a personification of chaos
and a threat to the order and sovereignty of Zeus in the
newly created cosmos.
Typhon was victorious in the first battle with Zeus,
taking away his weapon, a sickle, and with it removing
the sinews of the god’s limbs, leaving him helpless on
the ground. Zeus and his sinews were then placed in a
cave guarded by Delphyne, a fearsome she-dragon in the
service of Typhon.

5

Study for Typhon Sleeping, 2015
charcoal, 42 x 59.5 cms
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Hermes and Pan aided Zeus, Pan playing his famous pipes
in order to distract Typhon and eventually lull him to
sleep. Hermes, a trickster and god of thieves, stole past
Delphyne and restored Zeus’s sinews to his body. Upright
once more, Zeus defeated Typhon in battle using his
thunderbolts and incarcerated him beneath Mount Etna,
whose eruptions signify the convulsions of this terrible
creature.

6

Pan and Hermes, 2015
oil on canvas paper, 65 x 50 cms
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7

Study for Pan and Hermes, 2015
charcoal, pencil and chalk, 59.5 x 42 cms
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Apollo was the son of Zeus and Leto, and the twin brother
of Artemis. He was also a god of light, known as “Phoebus”
and sometimes identified with Helios the Sun God.
Apollo’s first achievement was to found his oracular
shrine in a cleft in the ground at the foot of mount
Parnassus. It was guarded by a huge female serpent
with oracular powers called Python who was killed by
Apollo with a volley of arrows to its head. He named his
priestess Pythia after her and the site was henceforth
called Pytho because the rays of the sun made the monster
rot. (The Greek verb ‘pytho’ means “I rot.”)

8

Apollo and Python, 2015
oil on canvas, 100.5 x 85.5 cms
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9

Study for Apollo and Python, 2014
charcoal and chalk, 59 x 42 cms
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Chiron was the eldest and wisest of the Centaurs, a tribe
of half-horse men. Unlike the rest of this tribe he was an
immortal God, a son of the Titan Kronos and half-brother
of Zeus. Chiron’s mother was the nymph Philyra who was
fornicating with Kronos when his wife suddenly appeared
on the scene. To escape notice, he transformed himself
into a horse, and in this way sired a half-equine son.
Chiron was a great teacher who mentored many of
the heroes of myth including Jason, Peleus, Asklepios
and Achilles. Eventually, however, he passed away from
the earth, after accidentally being wounded by Hercules
with an arrow coated in Hydra-venom. The wound was
incurable, and unbearably painful, so Chiron voluntarily
relinquished his immortality and died. Instead of being
consigned to Hades, he was given a place amongst the
stars by Zeus as the constellation Sagittarius or Centaurus.

10 Chiron the Centaur, 2014
oil on canvas, 100 x 100 cms
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11 Preparatory study for Chiron the Centaur, 2013
acrylic on board, 37 x 37 cms
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Usually said to be the son of Hermes and Dryope, a treenymph, Pan was born in Arcadia. He was a god of nature,
watching over shepherds’ fields and flocks, mountains
and forests, wandering the hills playing his Pan Pipes,
his unseen presence arousing feelings of panic in people
passing through remote, lonely places.
Pan is often depicted as half goat, half man, with a
shepherd’s crook as he wanders the fields and pastures.
When carrying a thyrsus (a staff with pine cone), he is
associated with fertility, nature and the god Dionysus.

12 Pan as Wanderer, 2015
oil on canvas, 85 x 55 cms
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13 Study for Pan as Wanderer, 2015
mixed media, 51 x 35.5 cms
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14 Pan, 2015
oil on canvas, 85.5 x 95.5 cms
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15 Study for Pan, 2015
oil on canvas board, 40 x 40 cms
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16 Tree Study I, 2015
mixed media, 59.5 x 42 cms
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17 Tree Study II, 2015
mixed media, 59.5 x 42 cms
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18 Tree Study III, 2015
mixed media, 42 x 59.5 cms
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In Celtic mythology, Cernunnos is a stag-horned God
associated with Greek and Roman divine figures such
as Mercury, Actaeon and Jupiter. He is usually depicted
as a god of nature, animals and the underworld but also
of fertility when connected to Pan. Palaeolithic cave
paintings found in France that depict a stag standing
upright or a man dressed in stag costume seem to indicate
that Cernunnos’ origins date to those times.
19 Cernunnos, 2014
oil on canvas, 61 x 45 cms

overleaf:
Circe was a powerful sorceress, daughter of Helios and
the Oceanid Perse. She lived on the mythical island of
Aeaea, transforming her enemies, or those who offended
her, into various animals. She was responsible for turning
Picus into a woodpecker for refusing her love, Scylla into
the monster that terrorised the Straits of Messina, and
also Odysseus’ crew into pigs in Homer’s Odyssey.
20 Stranded on the Island of Circe, 2014
oil on canvas, 65 x 105 cms
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